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Sedimentation analysis of small ice crystals by Lattice Boltzmann Method
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Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) is used to simulate and analyze the sedimentation of small
(15−80µm) columnar ice particles in the atmosphere. We are specially interested in evaluating the
terminal falling velocity of columnar ice crystals with hexagonal cross section. The main objective is
to apply the LBM to solve ice crystal sedimentation problems. This numerical method is evaluated
as a powerful numerical tool to solve ice crystal sedimentation problems in a variety of sizes. LBM
results are presented in comparison with laboratory experimental results and theoretical approaches
well known in the literature. The numerical results show good agreement with experimental and
theoretical results for the analyzed geometrical configurations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ice crystals with a variety of shape, size and mass
are present in clouds. The properties of these crystals
are markedly dependent on the temperature and other
properties of the atmosphere [21, 44]. A classification
of ice crystals with a description of crystal shapes, size
and mass can be found in the works of Bailey and Hal-
lett [4], Heymsfield and Iaquinta [21], Lindqvist et al.
[36], Magono and Lee [38], Ryan et al. [44], Um and Mc-
Farquhar [47].
Certain atmospheric and cloud behaviors are charac-
terized by parameters related to the ice particle dynamics
for different shapes and sizes [14]. A precise estimation of
ice crystal terminal velocity is required to quantitatively
determine their evolution in the atmosphere. The knowl-
edge of the fall velocity is necessary for the simulation of
ice water path and for the determination of cloud bound-
aries [30]. Also, it is used for the study of microphysical
process in clouds and for climate modeling [29, 30].
It is desirable to obtain accurate and more detailed
measurements of relationships between the terminal ve-
locity, masses, and dimensions for a large spectrum of ice
crystal shapes. A precise determination of these relation-
ships allow us to obtain more reliable terminal velocity
parameterizations of cloud particles. These parameter-
izations are essential to have an accurate simulation of
clouds in general circulation models (GCMs) of precipi-
tation amount, cloud dissipation and cloud optical prop-
erties [21, 30].
Although there have been many proposals in the litera-
ture, the ice crystal sedimentation in the atmosphere has
not been completely characterized [21, 23, 51]. There are
analytical solutions that precisely determine the terminal
falling velocity for spherical particles. Due to the large
variety of shapes, sizes and masses of ice crystals, and
the range of Reynolds numbers involved in these prob-
lems, there is no precise analytical estimation to pre-
dict the terminal velocity for shapes other than spheres.
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Many works in literature [5, 6, 21, 23, 30, 31, 41, 42, 51]
provide schemes to parameterize the ice crystal masses,
shapes and size to predict the terminal velocity. Ice par-
ticle terminal velocities are often calculated theoretically
or experimentally by determining a relationship between
the Reynolds number (Re), and the Best (or Davis) num-
ber, (X) [5, 26, 27, 41].
There are a number of experimental works in which the
most important variables are measured. Terminal veloc-
ity, mass and size have been measured for various ice par-
ticle types. These data-sets are obtained from laboratory
measurement and observations of real ice particles falling
through the atmosphere. Some well known experimental
data-sets can be found in [8, 26, 27, 29, 37, 40].
The proposals by Bo¨hm [5, 6], Khvorostyanov and
Curry [30, 31], Mitchell [41], Mitchell and Heymsfield [42]
have shown quite good approximations to the terminal
velocity of ice particles for Re ≫ 1. These proposals
proved to be in good agreement with experimental data
for a variety of particle types. However Westbrook et al.
[52] showed that for viscous flow regimes (Re≪ 1) these
formulations overestimate the crystal terminal velocity.
Westbrook [51], using the approximation of Hubbard and
Douglas [24] with results from [52], gives an estimate for
the sedimentation rate of small ice crystals whose max-
imum dimension is smaller than 100µm. This estimate
for columnar ice crystals is in agreement with most ex-
perimental data (within 20%).
A complete review of the main theoretical approxima-
tions that have been proposed and many experimental
results can be found in [21, 23, 30, 31, 41, 42]; also a lots
of relevant references are presented in these works.
The sedimentation of an ice crystal in the atmosphere
is a fluid mechanical problem that can be modeled as a
rigid body moving immersed in a fluid flow. This rigid
body moves under the action of its own weight, buoyancy
force and interaction with other crystals and with the
fluid that surrounds it.
Given a characterization for the shape, size and mass
density of the crystal, together with the atmospheric con-
ditions, it is possible to completely determine its dy-
namical behavior by using some adequate computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) method. An accurate numerical
2method allows us to compute the terminal velocities for
sizes, shapes and masses for which experimental data are
not available. Also, for given shapes the sensitivity of
the problem related to sizes and masses can be studied
numerically.
To the knowledge of the author, there are no numerical
results studying the sedimentation of ice crystals for the
range of lengths (l = 15− 80µm) we study in this paper.
However, there are some approaches in the literature to
numerically solve ice crystal sedimentation problems in
the atmosphere [9, 10, 19]. Hashino et al. [19] study the
sedimentation of columnar crystals with l > 600µm using
a commercial software (ANSYS Fluent) that uses finite
volume methods applied to the Navier-Stokes equation.
The Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is a CFD
method that proved to be successful to treat multi-
ple problems involving both compressible and quasi-
incompressible flows on simple and complex geometrical
settings. In particular, the LBM provide a simple way
for treating accurately the flow surrounding an immersed
body, in arbitrary movement, with no regular geometry.
For a complete modern review of this topic see [2]. The
behavior of particles in sedimentation have been analyzed
using LBM in a variety of problems [1, 3, 32, 33, 55].
In this paper we use LBM to study the dynamical be-
havior of columnar ice crystals. The ice crystal termi-
nal velocity is obtained numerically for a range of sizes,
characteristic lengths in range l = 15− 80µm. The LBM
results for the fluid mechanical problems are obtained in
a pure viscous regime (Re≪ 1). This is the flow regime
of the smallest particles falling in a cloud. The accu-
racy in the LBM to treat this problem is evaluated by
comparison with some well known experimental data in
literature [8, 27, 29, 40], and with theoretical proposals
from [30, 31, 41, 42, 51].
The paper is organized as follows: In section II we
present the basic equations of the LBM, introduce no-
tation and some details about the boundary conditions
methods, force evaluation, and grid refinement tech-
niques. In section III the sedimentation of ice crystals in
the atmosphere is solved using LBM. Numerical results
for columnar ice crystals are shown in sections III A. In
section IV conclusions and discussions are presented. In
the appendix A we check the convergence of the method
with respect to the grid size. In the appendix B we
present tables with the obtained LBM results.
II. THE LATTICE BOLTZMANN METHOD
In this section we present the basic equations of the
LBM, introduce notation and the main concepts we use
along the paper.
In addition to the lattice Boltzmann equation that gov-
ern the physics of the bulk fluid; one needs to prescribe
a method to apply boundary conditions, to evaluate the
fluid force on a body and to implement grid refinement
where necessary. In the next sections we briefly review
these topics.
A. Lattice Boltzmann equation
The numerical results in this paper are obtained by
solving the lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE ) [12, 20, 46,
54], a particular phase-space and temporal discretization
of the Boltzmann equation (BE ) [18, 45].
The BE governs the time evolution of the single-
particle distribution function f(x, , t), where x and ξ are
the position and velocity of the particle in phase space.
The LBE is a discretized version of the BE, where x takes
values on a uniform grid (the lattice), and ξ is not only
discretized, but also restricted to a finite number Q (the
number of discrete velocities in the model) of values [20].
In an isothermal situation and in the absence of external
forces, like gravity, the LBE can be written as:
fi(xA + ciδt, t+ δt) = fi(xA, t)+
Q−1∑
j=0
Ωi,j
(
fj(xA, t)− f
eq
j (xA, t)
)
,
i = 0, 1, . . . , Q− 1. (1)
Here fi = fi(xA, t) is the i-th component of the dis-
cretized distribution function f(xA, t) at the lattice site
xA, time t, and discrete velocity ci. The coordinates of a
lattice node are denoted by xA, where the integer multi
index A = (j, k, l) (or, A = (j, k) in the two-dimensional
case) denotes a particular site in the lattice. The function
feq(xA, t) is an equilibrium distribution function and Ω is
a linearized collision operator. In our simulations we use
a multiple relaxation time model (MRT ) [12, 13]. The
setting of the model used, such as relaxation parameters,
equilibrium expressions and others, are those proposed
in [13].
The macroscopic quantities such as the fluid mass den-
sity ρ(xA, t), and velocity u(xA, t), are obtained as usual
in lattice Boltzmann theory [20, 54].
We refer to the lattice Boltzmann models with the
standard notation DmQn, where m is the number of
space dimensions of the problem, and n is the number
of discrete velocities. To obtain the results we use the
D3Q15 velocity model.
B. Boundary conditions
The problems we are interested in are those in which
rigid bodies move inside an unbounded fluid domain. Be-
cause of the impossibility to model an infinite fluid do-
main, we have to restrict the problem to a finite com-
putational fluid domain. The size of the computational
fluid domain has to be a compromise between minimizing
the computational work—the smaller the size the better,
3and minimizing the undesirable effect of the boundary
conditions—the larger the domain the better.
The computational fluid domain is a block of fluid
bounded by regular borders. The rigid bodies that move
inside the domain are described by geometries as re-
quired.
The flow in the interior of the domain is computed
by solving the LBE. Close to the boundaries a special
treatment is used so that the flow obeys the physical
boundary conditions. In the present work, we use both
Dirichlet and outflow open-boundary conditions (convec-
tive boundary conditions or Sommerfeld like conditions).
The correct imposition of the boundary conditions on ar-
bitrary boundary geometries, like the boundary of rigid
bodies, has been one of the main issues in LBM develop-
ment.
Dirichlet velocity boundary conditions on boundaries
of arbitrary shape are imposed by the method proposed
in Bouzidi et al. [7].
We use outflow open-boundary conditions to represent
a long or quasi-infinite physical domain by a finite com-
putational domain. These type of conditions have been
extensively applied in computational fluid mechanics.
There are different approaches in the literature to
treat the outflow open-boundary conditions in the LBM
context. We can divide these approaches in at least
two categories, the ones based on mesoscopic variables
[11, 59] and the others based on macroscopic variables
[3, 28, 56, 57]. The last group of references are generally
extensions of boundary conditions extensively applied in
classical methods (Finite Difference (FD), Finite Volume
(FV ) and Finite Element (FE ) methods) of computa-
tional fluid mechanics (CFD) to solve the Navier-Stokes
(NS ) equations.
We are mainly interested in non-stationary quasi-
incompressible problems. In the LBM context the con-
vective boundary condition (CBC ) proposed in Yang
[57] to treat outflow open-boundaries has shown accept-
able results in these kind of problems. The Neumann
boundary conditions (NBC ) were also tested in LBM
[3, 28, 56, 57]. The results presented in Yang [56, 57] show
that CBC is a better option than NBC in non-stationary
problems. These works show that NBC introduce un-
desirable perturbations in the fluid domain, specially in
non-stationary problems.
In our numerical tests we use CBC method as proposed
by Yang [57] to treat the outflow open-boundaries.
C. Forces evaluation
It is of crucial importance, in many applications that
involve moving bodies surrounded by a fluid flow, to have
a good method or algorithm to compute the flow force
and torque acting on the bodies. By good we mean a
method that is simple to apply, that is accurate and fast,
so as not to spoil the efficiency of the flow computing
method. The accuracy in the determination of the force
and torque acting on a moving body directly affects the
body’s movement. For a review of LBM methods that
involve flow force evaluation on suspended particles we
refer to Section 6 of Aidun and Clausen [2] and references
therein.
The classical way to compute forces, and so torque, on
submerged bodies is via the computation and integration
of the stress tensor on the surface of the body. In LBM
the stress tensor is a local variable, its computation and
extrapolation from the lattice to the surface is computa-
tionally expensive, which ruins the efficiency of the LBM.
However, this method is widely used in LBM [25, 35, 55].
A standard method to evaluate forces on submerged
bodies in LBM is the momentum exchange (ME ), in-
troduced firstly by Ladd [32, 33] in LBM applications.
The ME algorithm is specifically designed and adapted
to LBM; it is therefore more efficient than stress integra-
tion from the computational point of view.
Some improvements to the Ladd method have been in-
troduced in [1, 3, 39], and different approaches to improve
the methods in problems with moving bodies were made
[17, 49, 50]. In this work, force and torque are evaluated
by using the methods presented in Giovacchini and Ortiz
[17].
The motion of each body is determined by solving the
Newton’s equations of motion. The forces acting over
bodies are given by the fluid flow forces, weight and buoy-
ancy forces. To integrate in time we use Euler Forward
numerical scheme, which is first order accurate as the
LBM method itself.
D. Grid refinement method
Many problems in fluid mechanics are such that large
gradients of the fluid variables appear only in regions
which are small compared to the whole computational
domain. To resolve well the space variations of the fluid
variables, one needs a grid size which is small enough.
In LBM a simple lattice is a Cartesian grid of equis-
paced nodes. The distance between two nearest neighbor
nodes, the grid size, is δx. For a real problem, the com-
putational domain is covered by an arrangement of grids.
This arrangement can be as simple as a unique lattice—or
block grid—with a single size δx, or a complex arrange-
ment of grids with different grid sizes.
In a problem with more or less uniform space vari-
ations throughout, a single block grid that covers the
whole computational domain may be suitable. In a prob-
lem where high space variations occur in a small region, a
small grid size needs to be used in that region. But using
this small grid size on the whole computational domain
would be a waste of computational effort. The right thing
to do is to use an arrangement of grids with different grid
sizes. The methods to integrate various grid blocks with
different grid sizes into a single computational domain
are known as grid refinement methods.
4In LBM there are at least two grid refinement meth-
ods: multi-grid method (MG) [15, 16] and multi-domain
method (MD) (or multi-block) [34, 58]. In the MG
method, a grid block with small grid size is always su-
perimposed to a grid block with larger grid size. Several
layers of grids can be superimposed in this way. In MD
method the grids with different grid sizes overlap just in
a selected set of lattice nodes. This overlapping occurs
only on a small region with two adjacent grid blocks of
different grid sizes (see [34, 58]).
In this work we use MD methods. We select this
method because it has better numerical performance and
lesser memory requirement than MG method. A disad-
vantage of the MD method, though, is that its imple-
mentation is more complex than that of MG where some
additional grids are used as interface to interchange data
between different levels of grid size.
We use an a priori refinement method. This means that
we chose the arrangement of refined grids in the domain
before solving the fluid problem. The region where the
refinement is applied is not static. We implement an
algorithm to follow the rigid body, so that the body is
approximately centered in the refinement region at all
times.
III. ICE CRYSTALS SEDIMENTATION -
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we study the main problem of this pa-
per, we solve and analyze the ice crystals sedimentation
in the atmosphere. In particular, we are interested in
evaluating the ice crystal terminal velocity by using LBM
for columnar ice crystal shape in a size range.
The sedimentation of an ice crystal in the atmosphere
is a fluid mechanical problem that we model as follows.
The crystal is considered a rigid body that moves un-
der the action of its own weight, the buoyancy force and
interacting only with the fluid that surrounds it. A sim-
plifying assumption is adopted: no interactions between
rigid bodies is considered. We are only interested in iso-
lated rigid bodies in the atmosphere. This assumption
is a good approximation to the movement of ice crystals
in a cloud, since the concentration of ice particles in cir-
rus typically ranges between 50 and 500 liter−1, while
the maximum ice particle concentration in cumulonim-
bus clouds reaches 300 liter−1 [43]. It should be noted
that the concentration of ice particles can be higher in
anvil clouds.
The results obtained with LBM are compared with
some well known experimental data in the literature
[8, 27, 29, 40], as much as with the theoretical proposals
from [30, 31, 41, 42, 51].
FIG. 1: Crystal rigid body scheme used to represent the
columnar ice crystal with hexagonal cross section. x′, y′, z′
are the cartesian coordinates in a frame fixed to the body,
while x, y, z is a fixed inertial coordinate system.
A. Columnar ice crystals
Columnar ice crystals with quasi-hexagonal cross sec-
tion and needle ice crystals, are typically grown at tem-
peratures in the ranges −3 to −9 ◦C and −18 to −24 ◦C
[4, 22, 38, 44, 51].
In our simulations the ice crystals are modeled as
columns of hexagonal cross section (see figure 1). The
sedimentation is studied in fluid flow regimes with
0.006 < Re < 0.4. This is approximately the flow regime
of the smallest ice particles falling in a cloud. In Figure
1, we show a schematic rigid body representing an ice
crystals. We denote with l the ice crystal length and a
is the semi-length of its cross section. x′, y′, z′ are the
cartesian coordinates in a frame fixed to the body. The
rigid body spatial orientation with respect to a fixed co-
ordinate system x, y, z is defined by the Euler angles φ, θ
and ψ following the z, x, z intrinsic rotational order. We
adopt d =
√
l2 + (2a)2 as a reference length and we use
it to evaluate the Reynolds number.
We perform numerical tests for a variety of aspect ra-
tios ar =
l
2a
∈ [1, 3]. The length of the columnar ice
crystals analyzed are in the range 15µm ≤ l ≤ 80µm.
The fluid properties are set as those of air at temperature
T = −8 ◦C with an atmospheric pressure P = 101325Pa.
We have selected these fluid properties to simulate the at-
mospheric laboratory conditions used in Bu¨rgesser et al.
[8].
B. Results and discussion
In Figures 2 and 3 we show the terminal velocity we
obtained using LBM in comparison with the laboratory
experimental results presented by Bu¨rgesser et al. [8],
Jayaweera and Ryan [27], Kajikawa [29] as a function
of crystals length. In Figure 2, LBM and experimental
results are presented for aspect ratios between 1 and 2;
while in Figure 3 comparative results for aspect ratios
between 2 and 3 are shown. In the appendix B we include
tables with the LBM results.
The LBM results presented for each geometrical con-
figuration were obtained for hexagonal columns with two
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FIG. 2: Terminal velocity vc for columnar ice crystals as a
function of their length l. The results correspond to ar ∈
[1, 2]. Velocity is expressed in cm s−1, size in µm. The LBM
results with ρice = 800kgm
−3 are shown in squares (). The
experimental results are represented with: triangles (△) for
data from Bu¨rgesser et al. [8], hollow circles (◦) for [29] data,
and with filled circles (•) for Jayaweera and Ryan [27] data.
The LBM numerical results are presented in appendix B.
orientations, horizontal and vertical ((φ, θ, ψ) = (0, 0, 0)
and (0, pi
2
, 0) respectively). These orientation are ex-
pected to produce the lower and upper limits for the ter-
minal velocities. As opposed to performing simulations
for many different orientations, this strategy allows us to
reduce the computational cost. This is particularly true
for problems that do not show a preferred sedimenting
orientation.
The ice density for columns are set in the range re-
ported by Ryan et al. [44] for T = −8 ◦C. It is also
possible to obtain the ice crystal mass from relationships
like those shape based proposed by Mitchell [41]. Heyms-
field and Iaquinta [21] propose ρice = 810kgm
−3 for
columns. We use two definite values of ice density, ρice =
800kgm−3 for almost all tests, and ρice = 400kgm
−3 in
some particular cases. We use the latter value (approx-
imately the mass density of hollow columns) to test the
dependence of a normalized terminal velocity on the mass
density.
As can be observed in Figures 2 and 3, the LBM results
with ρice = 800kgm
−3 are in accordance with laboratory
measurements. The results from [8, 27, 29] present some
dispersion as expected for a set of experimental data. For
the length range and aspect ratio analyzed, all the nu-
merical results are included in the data dispersion. In
Figure 2, two test values for l = 50µm with ar = 1.0 in
horizontal and vertical sedimentation need special con-
sideration. This is not a problem of the LBM simulation.
The explanation is that the experimental data in Figure
2 do not contain values with such small aspect ratio and
length l = 50µm. Ice crystals with such geometrical con-
figuration were observed in nature as presented by Um
et al. [48], but these were not observed in the experimen-
tal data presented in Figure 2.
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FIG. 3: Terminal velocity vc for columnar ice crystals as a
function of the length l. The results correspond to ar ∈ [2, 3].
Velocity is expressed in cm s−1, size in µm. The LBM re-
sults with ρice = 800kgm
−3 are shown in squares (). The
experimental results are represented with: triangles (△) for
data from Bu¨rgesser et al. [8], and with filled circles (•) for
Jayaweera and Ryan [27] data. The LBM numerical results
are presented in appendix B.
In laboratory experiments, the “measured length” l′
of falling crystals is in fact a projection of the actual
length on a vertical plane. Thus, the presented length can
actually be an underestimation of the real crystal length
l (see details in [8]). Owing to this, the experimental
data in Figures 2 and 3 might present a bias to the left.
Bu¨rgesser et al. [8] report differences between the mean
value of l and l′, this is 25% for 2a ∈ [5, 15]µm, 17%
for 2a ∈ [15, 25]µm, and 13% for 2a ∈ [25, 35]µm. The
mean values of l are larger than those of l′ except for
2a ∈ [25, 35]µm.
In Figure 4 the terminal velocities obtained with LBM
are shown in comparison with laboratory measurements
presented in [8] as a function of crystals capacitance C.
This parameter depends on the particle geometry and is
obtained in [52] for different geometries. For hexagonal
columns the capacitance is:
C = 0.58a
(
1 + 0.95a0.75r
)
(2)
The numerical results are in the regime which allow
us to compare with the measurements presented in [8],
where they choose C as the characteristic length to evalu-
ate the Reynolds number. The Reynolds number regime
of the LBM results is 0.002 < Re < 0.15 if we take C as
the characteristic length.
It is possible to observe from Figure 4 that the dis-
persion of the LBM results have a decrease when the
capacitance is used as variable. The same observation
was pointed out in [8] for the experimental results. We
can also observe from Figure 4 that the results obtained
with LBM are not uniformly distributed within the re-
gion containing experimental data. A bias towards the
low part in this region can be seen. This may be ex-
plained by the difference between l and l′, particularly
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FIG. 4: Terminal velocity vc for columnar ice crystals as a
function of the capacitance C. Velocity is expressed in cm s−1,
C in µm. The LBM results with ρice = 800kgm
−3 are shown
in squares (). The experimental data from [8] are repre-
sented as: triangles △, for aspect ratios between 1 and 2,
and diamonds ⋄ for aspect ratios between 2 and 3. The LBM
numerical results are presented in appendix B.
for small values of 2a. In Figure 4 the LBM results for
l = 50µm and ar = 1 are not shown because these extend
outside of data dispersion as explained above.
In Figure 5 we show the normalized terminal velocity
vn obtained by LBM in comparison with some well known
theoretical and experimental results from the literature.
These results are the same as we have presented before
but in a normalized way. In addition, we include in Fig-
ure 5 the results obtained for ρice = 400kgm
−3. The
normalized terminal velocity is computed as proposed by
[51], this is, to obtain vn, the crystal terminal velocity
vc is divided by a terminal sedimentation velocity vr of
an “equivalent sphere”. Here, equivalent sphere means
a sphere with diameter d and mass ms equal to the ice
crystal mass mic.
Westbrook [51], based on results from [24], propose an
expression for vc using the Stokes [53] solution for an
sphere in a viscous flow where the sphere radius is re-
placed by an effective hydrodynamic radius proportional
to the capacitance C. The continuum line in Figure 5 is
the theoretical proposal presented by Westbrook [51] to
the normalized terminal velocity. This proposal is for-
mulated for columnar ice crystals with hexagonal cross
section in random orientation. The dash-dotted line in
Figure 5, labeled as MHKC, corresponds to the pro-
posals from Khvorostyanov and Curry [30, 31], Mitchell
[41], Mitchell and Heymsfield [42] in random orientation.
MHKC is a typical nomenclature in literature to reference
this group of methods. These are considered identical for
Re < 100 [23]. We select from the literature and show in
Figure 5 some experimental data presented by Jayaweera
and Ryan [27], Kajikawa [29], Michaeli [40].
The LBM results in Figure 5 are close to the West-
brook [51] theoretical proposal for hexagonal columns
in random orientation, and below the MHKC proposals.
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FIG. 5: Normalized terminal velocity vn for hexagonal
columns in function of ice crystals aspect ratio ar. The LBM
results are shown with squares () and filled circles (•) for
ρice = 800kgm
−3 and ρice = 400kgm
−3 respectively. The
LBM numerical results are presented in appendix B. The con-
tinuum line shows the normalized terminal velocity proposed
in [51] for a random orientation ice crystals. We use triangles
△ for [40], diamonds ⋄ for [27], and circles ◦ for [29] experi-
mental results. The dash-dotted line is the MHKC proposal
[30, 31, 41, 42] (see the text).
As expected, the LBM results for horizontal and verti-
cal crystal orientation lay respectively below and above
the Westbrook [51] theoretical proposal. The difference
between terminal velocity for crystals in horizontal and
vertical orientation increase with ar. Since the data in
Figure 5 contain results for all the tests, some of them at
different mass densities as explained, we observe that vn
is essentially mass independent. Moreover, vn since to de-
pend only on the aspect ratio for the analyzed columnar
ice crystals. The observed behaviours are in accordance
with Westbrook [51] proposal.
In Figures 6 and 7 we show, as it is usually presented
in the literature, the terminal velocity for an ice crystal
with l = 50µm in the ar = [1, 3] aspect ratios range. The
LBM results shown in Figures 6 and 7 were obtained with
ρice = 800kgm
−3 and ρice = 400kgm
−3 respectively. We
conveniently rearrange the results to emphasize, for a
particular crystal length, the terminal velocity variation
as a function of the aspect ratio. The adopted crystal
length is chosen without any particular reason.
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FIG. 6: Terminal velocity vc for columnar ice crystals as a
function of aspect ratio ar. The LBM results correspond to
l = 50µm with ρice = 800kgm
−3. Velocity is expressed in
cm s−1, size in µm.
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FIG. 7: Terminal velocity vc for columnar ice crystals as a
function of aspect ratio ar. The LBM results correspond to
l = 50µm with ρice = 400kgm
−3. Velocity is expressed in
cm s−1, size in µm.
C. Implementation details
The fluid dynamics is computed in a reference frame
that moves downward with constant velocity with respect
to the lab frame. The frame velocity is set to be equal to
the expected particle’s terminal velocity with respect to
the earth.
The computational domain, shown in Figure 8, is a
finite region of the moving frame. At the center of the
domain there is a refinement region of length h. This
region has an arrangement of different grid sizes. The
rigid body lay completely in the region with smallest grid
size. Above and below the finest grid we pile grid blocks
of successive increasing grid size. This arrangement is
repeated in both sides of finest grid to reach the coarsest
grid. We use five grid sizes along the longitudinal axis of
the fluid domain as explained in section IID.
There are at least two main reasons to analyze the
FIG. 8: Fluid domain scheme used in the LBM simulation.
Global position of grid refinement and rigid body.
problem in a constant velocity frame. On the one hand,
being the rigid body at an approximately constant posi-
tion, relative to the computational fluid domain, reduces
the computational cost in moving the grids, since we can
keep the refinement region approximately fixed in time.
On the other hand, the constant velocity frame allows us
to reduce the length of the domain.
The boundary conditions on the computational do-
main are, free slip on the vertical walls, Dirichlet constant
velocity on the bottom wall, and convective boundary
condition on the top wall.
The initial condition for the flow is to set an homoge-
neous velocity u0 pointing upwards, meaning fluid at rest
in a lab reference frame, in the whole fluid flow domain.
For t > 0 there is a transient flow and body movement
we are not interested in. After short time ts a stationary
regime is reached. If the velocity u0 was chosen correctly,
the body remains roughly static in the stationary regime.
In Figure 9 we show the evolution of falling veloc-
ity for an hexagonal column in vertical and horizontal
sedimentation. The results correspond to a crystal with
l = 60µm and ar = 2.8. From Figure 9, the numerical
results have some minor but not negligible noise. Then,
the adopted terminal velocity is obtained as a median
velocity in about the last 0.1s of the simulation time.
We have made longer runs than those shown in Figure 9,
and no appreciable difference in the terminal velocity is
observed.
The rigid body is initially placed in the cross sectional
center at approximately 7w from the bottom wall do-
main. w is the side length of the computational domain,
see Figure 8. We use computational domains with rela-
tion L
w
≥ 12.
The presence of near free slip walls may have a minor
but not negligible influence on the numerical falling ve-
locity. For blockage ratios (defined here as d/w) longer
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FIG. 9: Evolution of falling velocity for an hexagonal columns
with l = 60µm and ar = 2.8. The curves show the falling
velocity for the crystal in horizontal (dashed line) and verti-
cal sedimentation (continuum line). Velocity is expressed in
cm s−1 and time in s.
than a certain value, corrections should be applied to
the results of numerical simulations. We observe that
for blockage ratios smaller than 5.5% the influence of the
walls is negligible. This maximum acceptable blockage
value was obtained by evaluating the interference effects
on an sphere in sedimentation. These interference ef-
fects are quantified by the relation between the LBM ob-
tained terminal velocity and that obtained from theoret-
ical estimations in an unrestricted domain. Differences
less than 0.5% between these velocities were observed for
d/w ≤ 0.055.
The computed results shown in this paper were ob-
tained with blockage ratios smaller than 5.5%. This con-
figuration allow us to get vn by numerical evaluation of
vc and with vr obtained from Stokes equation.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We present in this work a Lattice-Boltzmann method
to determine the dynamics of ice crystals in the atmo-
sphere. Given a characterization for the shape, size
and mass density of the crystal, together with the at-
mospheric conditions, it is possible to completely deter-
mine its dynamical behavior. The numerical method pro-
posed provides good results for the sedimenting velocity
for the geometries, sizes and range of Reynolds number
analyzed.
The LBMmethod takes into account the real geometry
of the crystals. No approximations, as those proposed by
Bo¨hm [5] and Mitchell [41] which are widely used in the
literature, are needed. Naturally, one needs to specify
the particles parameters like mass and aspect ratio.
For the hexagonal column crystals, the results obtained
by LBM are completely within the dispersion region of
the experimental laboratory measurements. When the
capacitance (eq. 2, [52]) is used as a variable, the dis-
persion of both experimental and LBM results decreases
noticeable. In this case a small bias of the LBM results
towards the lower end of the dispersion region can be
observed.
It was not the purpose of this paper to obtain a good
fitting curve for the terminal velocity but rather to make
a direct comparison with experimental data. To actually
get such a curve, more points should be computed.
By direct comparison, we see that the LBM results in
Figure 5 are close to the Westbrook [51] theoretical pro-
posal for hexagonal columns in random orientation, and
below the MHKC proposals. As expected, the LBM re-
sults for horizontal and vertical crystals orientation lay
respectively below and above the Westbrook [51] theo-
retical proposal. Also, the difference between terminal
velocity for crystals in horizontal and vertical orientation
increase with ar.
As the final message of this work, we want to emphasize
that a great deal of problems of interest in relation to
the physics of the atmosphere can be analyzed via LBM
methods. As regards falling ice particles, one could study
different geometries, or different values of parameters.
One could get statistical characterizations for cases where
laboratory experiments become very difficult. One could
also use LBM simulations to test proposed models, the
sensitivity of results to the parameters involved, etc.
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Appendix A: Grid convergence verification for ar = 2
columnar ice crystal
Not to increment the computational cost more than
necessary for the purposes of this work, we study in this
appendix how the grid parameter δx affects the outcome
of our simulations. More precisely, we want to determine
an acceptable value of the parameter d/δx, the amount of
lattice nodes falling inside the crystal diameter, so that
no substantial change in the outcome occurs if this pa-
rameter is increased.
As a typical example we analyze the case of a cylinder
sedimenting with horizontal orientation with parameters
ar = 2, l = 50µm and ρice = 650kgm
−3. Figure 10 shows
the terminal sedimentation velocity obtained for different
discretizations. In all simulations done in this work we
adopt a discretization range 5.5 < 2a
δx
< 6.1 which we
consider an acceptable discretization.
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FIG. 10: Terminal velocity vc as a function of nodes per cylin-
der diameter. Circular cylinder with ar = 2 and l = 50µm in
horizontal sedimentation.
We choose a cylinder for this test because there is
experimental data to compare with and because the
geometry is similar to that of hexagonal cross section
columns. Experimental results for the sedimenting ve-
locity for horizontal cylinders can be found in [51] in
non dimensional form. We compare these results with
the ones we obtain with LBM. From Westbrook (2008),
vc ≃ 2.3cm s
−1 (vn ≈ 1.3), for the horizontal sedimen-
tation and vc ≃ 2.65cm s
−1 (vn ≈ 1.5) for the verti-
cal sedimentation. With LBM and 2a
δx
≈ 5.5 we obtain
vc = 2.64cm s
−1 for vertical and vc = 2.31cm s
−1 for hor-
izontal case.
Appendix B: LBM results
In this appendix we present the LBM results showed in
section III B. In tables I and II we present the results for
ar ∈ [1, 2] and ar ∈ (2, 3] respectively. The selected l and
ar values are in the range of data measured by Bu¨rgesser
et al. [8].
The results labeled as Test 1 and 20-24 in table I were
obtained with ρice = 650kgm
−3 and ρice = 400kgm
−3
respectively. The results labeled as Test 20, 21, and 22
are shown exclusively in the Figures 7 and 5. The results
in Test 1, 23, and 24 are only shown in the Figure 5 where
the results are expected to be mass independent.
The results labeled as Test 18-21 in table II were ob-
tained with ρice = 400kgm
−3. The results labeled as
Test 18 and 19 are shown exclusively in the Figures 7
and 5. The results in Test 20 and 21 are only shown in
the Figure 5.
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